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INT. ISOLATION TANK ROOM

JASON SCHELL (Late 40s) at his desk. A monitor to his left.

He leaves the desk and climbs inside an ISOLATION TANK.

An isolation tank is a sensory deprivation tank or float

tank. It is a shallow pool of water with a pitch-black,

light-proof, soundproof environment heated to the same

temperature as the skin.

He injects himself with a syringe. Almost immediately feels

a dizzy rush. He closes the lid of the Isolation Tank,

sealing himself inside, into complete darkness.

INT. THE WHITE ROOM

A bright white room. No walls or ceiling is visible. Jason

sits in a single white chair, alone in the room until... A

young girl in her mid 20s appears in front of him, this is

MIA, his daughter.

JASON

Mia.

MIA

Hi dad.

JASON

How are you?

She shrugs.

MIA

Where have you been?

JASON

I had to go out of town.

MIA

Where?

JASON

I think you know.

MIA

Pretend I don’t.

JASON

South America.

(CONTINUED)
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MIA

Did daddy buy more magic mushrooms?

JASON

Yes.

MIA CON’T

How much did you get?

JASON

Enough to last for the year.

MIA

A whole year? So you can come see

me everyday?

JASON

Everyday? Maybe.

MIA

Funny how the apple doesn’t fall

far from the tree.

JASON

What do you mean?

MIA

I think you know what I mean.

JASON

Pretend I don’t.

MIA

I died from an drug overdose and

now you’re a drug addict.

JASON

I’m not a drug addict.

MIA

If you say so.

Off Jason’s reaction.

EXT. PARK - DAY

JASON sits opposite KATE A mid 30s widow.

KATE

My husband, Tom.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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KATE (cont’d)
He died five months ago. Only seven

days after our anniversary. Married

eleven years.

We have a daughter. Rebecca.

Kate beams at the thought of Rebecca but almost as suddenly

overcome with grief over Tom.

KATE CON’T

He wasn’t sick, you know. We didn’t

know it was coming. He was healthy.

It started with just a headache.

And then I heard him in the

bathroom, throwing up. I wanted to

take him to the hospital but he

said no. It happened so fast. He

was on the bathroom floor, said he

couldn’t see straight, I was so

scared, I just ignored what he said

and called 911. And before they

even got there, he just... died.

Right there in front of me. Like a

switch turned off. He was right

there, and then he wasn’t. An

aneurysm. That’s what they said.

My friend Mary Thomson said I

should come see you. Said you could

do something. You could bring him

back for me. I told her she was

crazy, but she wouldn’t stop

talking about what you did for her.

So I wanted to know for myself. Can

you bring him back? Is that

possible?

Jason opens a folder and takes out a stack of papers.

JASON

This is a contract which outlines

in great detail what we do here, I

suggest you read it. We also need

to know specific information about

you, including some medical

information. It’s not a decision to

be made lightly.
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INT. THE ISOLATION TANK ROOM - LATER

Kate, now wearing white pants and a white shirt, gets inside

the Isolation Tank. Jason takes out a syringe filled with a

yellow liquid and injects KATE. She feels the liquid surge

through her body, a dizzy rush. Jason closes the chamber,

isolating Kate inside the darkness.

INT. THE WHITE ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

A complete white room. Kate sits in one of two white chairs.

Almost immediately TOM appears sitting a few feet away from

her.

TOM

Well, well, would you take a look

at beautiful.

She is stunned. On the verge of tears. Speechless. She can

hardly breath.

TOM CON’T

Hey.. it’s okay.. it’s okay..

breath.. just breath..

She slowly starts to breath again

KATE

It’s really you. No matter how much

I thought about this, seeing you, I

just never thought it would be

so...

All encompassing.

KATE CON’T

There is so much I want to say.

TOM

Then say it.

KATE

I... I...

She starts to tell him everything.. but stops herself.

KATE CON’T

But... Don’t you already know

everything I want to say?

(CONTINUED)
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TOM

Probably. But you still might

surprise me.

She thinks of something to say but settles on the simple

truth...

KATE

I miss you.

TOM

I know.

KATE

I love you.

TOM

I know.

She takes a moment to look around the room.

KATE

This place... what is it?

TOM

I don’t know. Maybe just an empty

space with no distraction except me

and you.

KATE

But it’s not real. This.. This is

all just in my mind.

She looks back at him. He looks back at her. Then looks down

at her hands in her lap. She sees his hand move into frame,

holding her’s. She looks up to see he is now sitting

directly in front of her.

TOM

Can you feel that?

As he lifts her hand into his, she nods, completely engulfed

in the sensation.

TOM CON’T

Then what is real?

She closes her eyes. When she opens them, they stand face to

face. She puts up her hand and traces his hands, arms and

chest, following her fingers up to his lips. They embrace in

a kiss. It’s every bit as real as she could possibly

imagine.
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INT. THE FLOAT ROOM - LATER

Peaceful, serene, completely at peace and terribly sad, Kate

wakes up into reality. Jason leans over and smiles.

JASON

Welcome back.

EPISODE 1.2

EXT. CITY STREET - DAY

Jason is jogging a steady pace. Mile five of ten and plenty

left in the tank. He comes to an abrupt stop. Has an idea.

EXT. HOUSE - LATER

Jason knocks on the front door. A man opens. JIM (50s)

JIM

Jason? What are you... Everything

okay?

JASON

Yeah. I just... I’m sorry to just

drop by unannounced, is Margot

home?

Jim hesitates to answer.. but then steps back.

JIM

Sure, come on in.

EXT. - HOUSE - BACKYARD - MOMENTS LATER.

In the garden, DR. MARGOT MARTINEZ sits across from Jason.

MARGOT

You look tired.

JASON

I’ve been running.

MARGOT

Not that kind of tired. You look

old.

He coughs up a laugh.

(CONTINUED)
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MARGOT

I’m sorry I haven’t called. I just

needed time.

JASON

I did too. We both did. I

understand.

MARGOT

Seeing you is just so... familiar.

JASON

I know.

MARGOT

Sometimes you say things that

remind me of her.

It’s an uncomfortable moment... they push through.

JASON

How’s work?

MARGOT

I quit pharmaceuticals. Finally

back at the university, in the

laboratory, doing what I love.

Jason looks towards the house.

JASON

Still with Jim?

Margot nods as Jim comes outside, carrying a tray and three

cups of coffee. Before he reaches the table, and out of

earshot...

MARGOT

He proposed to me.

Jason darts a glance back at Margot. But before he can

respond Jim has joined the table.

JIM

Here we go.

JASON

Thank you.

Jason takes one of the cups and sets it in front of him. Jim

leans over to kiss Margot be he sits down. The three of them

together is awkward.

(CONTINUED)
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JIM

Okay, I, uh.. have some work

inside. I’ll leave you two at it.

He gets up.

MARGOT

Thank you.

He kisses her one more time, then exits.

JASON

He proposed?

She nods.

JASON

And?

MARGOT

I told him I wasn’t ready.

Jason looks back to Jim.

JASON

Ah, I see.

MARGOT

What do you see?

JASON

Why he was nervous.

MARGOT

He wasn’t nervous.

JASON

Come on. I’m your ex husband. And

you just rejected his proposal.

That would make me nervous.

MARGOT

I didn’t reject him, I just said I

wasn’t ready.

JASON

Sweetheart, that’s a rejection.

MARGOT

No, it just means I’m not ready.

(CONTINUED)
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JASON

And the reason your not ready?

MARGOT

Has nothing to do with you.

Conversation over.

JASON

Okay.

They share a smile.

MARGOT

What are you doing here anyway?

JASON

I need your help.

MARGOT

Are you in trouble?

JASON

No, not necessarily. Not yet.

MARGOT

Hmmm. Now who looks nervous?

JASON

Instead of telling you, might be

better if I show you.

INT. THE ISOLATION TANK ROOM - LATER

Margot looks at The Isolation Tank disbelieving what she has

just heard.

MARGOT

People get inside that thing?

Jason nods.

MARGOT CON’T

And you give them a drug?

JASON

It’s something I developed using a

specific Psilocybin (Sill-a-Cy-bon)

Copelandia (Cope-a-landia)

Gymnopilus (Gym-nop-o-los) and

Psilocybe (Sy-los-o-bee). And made

this...

(CONTINUED)
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He holds up a vial of the drug.

MARGOT

You give people mushrooms and put

them in an isolation tank?

JASON

They aren’t exactly mushrooms

anymore and it’s a controlled

environmental experience.

MARGOT

So you give people an untested drug

put them in an isolation tank.

JASON

Well, this is the test. Here. It’s

happening now.

MARGOT

Legally?

He grabs a contract and passes it over...

JASON

I had a lawyer write up a contract.

He shows her the contract, she flips through it.

MARGOT

God, you’ve always been so

arrogant.

JASON

It’s revolutionary work, it’ll

change how we understand the mind,

how the conscious and subconscious

process reality. It is the most

powerful experience I’ve ever had.

MARGOT

How do you find the memories?

JASON

Multi-voxel pattern analysis and

functional magnetic imaging. It’s

your program. You wrote it. I help

the client locate specific people

in their memories, in a controlled

environment, the mind and

imagination do the rest.

(CONTINUED)
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MARGOT

How many times have you been in

there?

He hesitates answering, then picks up a thick book.

JASON

This is all my research. Answers to

every question you have is in here.

MARGOT

Why me?

JASON

I need someone I can trust. I need

someone who understands the

science. But most of all, I want

your help because you, more than

anyone, understands why I’m doing

it.

He takes a photograph off the wall. It’s a picture of MIA,

their daughter. Margot takes the photo. He nods.

MARGOT

I remember this day. Is this who

you go to see?

JASON

You can see her too, if you want.

For a moment she dreams about the possibility, but then puts

the picture down, steps away.

MARGOT

Jason, It’s taken me so long to let

go, to finally accept what we lost.

I don’t know if I can bring any of

that pain back into my life again.

JASON

This is the chance to say goodbye

on your own terms.

She looks at the tank then back at Jason

MARGOT

I can’t.

JASON

I understand, you’re not ready.

(CONTINUED)
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MARGOT

No. Never. I will never get inside

that thing.

JASON

Okay. But I still need your help.

I’m giving the people who come here

an extraordinary experience.

I’m meeting with someone tomorrow.

Come with me. I want you to witness

it for yourself. Let me prove to

you how I’m helping them.

Off Margot as she considers it.

EPISODE 1.3

EXT. PARK BENCH - DAY

Jason and Margot sit opposite SAM - charming smile, witty

and sharp sense of humor.

JASON

There is some risk involved but

safety is on the forefront of

everybody’s mind, especially mine.

SAM

Well, my nephew said what you can

do is something I never dreamed

possible. So I read this contract.

Signed it. And I’m ready when you

are.

He hands the contract to Jason.

JASON

Okay.

Margot hands him another few pieces of paper.

MARGOT

We need you to answer some

questions about your health and

also fill in some details about

your relationship with your wife.

SAM

Fiance, actually. We were never

married.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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SAM (cont’d)

I’m almost 50 years old and she

died.. 15 years ago. We met in high

school and it was love at first

sight. I never got engaged again. I

just want to see her, as I remember

her.

INT. ISOLATION TANK ROOM - LATER

Sam is already in the Tank. Margo injects the drug through a

syringe. Sam feels the affect - a little dizzy, light

headed. Jason closes the Isolation Tank leaving Sam in the

darkness.

INT. THE WHITE ROOM - LATER

SAM sits in one of two chairs in the center of the white

room. A moment passes before JASMINE sits opposite.

At first, the sight of her is overwhelming that Sam is

speechless. She breaks breaks the ice.

JASMINE

Hello Sam.

He nods.. dumbstruck.. and mumbles out a simple.

SAM

Hi.

JASMINE

It’s good to see you.

SAM

My God, you look exactly as I

remember you... every detail.

Gorgeous. I’ve missed you.

JASMINE

I know.

SAM

Not a day goes by I don’t think

about you.

JASMINE

Every single day?

(CONTINUED)
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SAM

Well... Most every single day.

JASMINE

You old sweet talker.

They share a moment. Then she breaks it.

JASMINE CON’T

Okay lets address the elephant in

the room.

SAM

What elephant.

JASMINE

My sister Susan.

SAM

Oh boy.

JASMINE

Oh boy? That’s all you have to say?

SAM

Lemme explain.

JASMINE

You feel guilty about it.

SAM

No I don’t.

JASMINE

Then why are we talking about it?

SAM

I don’t know?

JASMINE

Because it’s unresolved which means

you still feel guilty. Makes sense

that you do, after all it started

with Suzy only a few days after I

died.

SAM

It was an accident. We were both

torn up about your death.

JASMINE

You still had an affair with my

sister.

(CONTINUED)
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SAM

Well technically it wasn’t an

affair, you were dead.

JASMINE

How convenient.

SAM

Come on, you must know how guilty

we felt after.

JASMINE

After the first time, sure. But

what about the second, or the

third, or forth...

SAM

It got easier.

JASMINE

And she got pregnant.

SAM

With twins, one of which we named

after you.

JASMINE

I’m honored.

SAM

Jasmine’s wonderfully talented,

plays the piano. And her brother,

Marcus, is on the debate team at

school.

JASMINE

(laughing)

Debate team?

SAM

He likes to argue, just like you.

JASMINE

I don’t like to argue. I like to

win.

He chuckles.

SAM

You haven’t changed a bit.

Beat. She looks him over.

(CONTINUED)
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JASMINE

How come you and Susan never

married?

SAM

Well.. Didn’t seem right. She knew

how much I loved you. And we were

both good parents, so marriage

didn’t seems necessary.

JASMINE

Well there’s gotta be a reason I’m

bringing it up.

SAM

Why would I want to talk to you

about getting married to Suzy?

JASMINE

The kids are getting older and you

want to take that next step but

you’re afraid to do it cause you

feel like you’re betraying me.

This hits a chord with him.

SAM

I.. I..

JASMINE

It’s okay. It makes sense. We were

both so young and losing the first

person you ever fell in love with

is gonna have the kind of hurt that

stays with you forever. You’re

never gonna be the same after

something like that. But then

again, why would you want to? It’s

been 15 years and although I don’t

mind if you still cry about me from

time to time, You also can’t live

your life devoted to me... you

gotta move on. It’s time to let go.

SAM

But I don’t think Susan wants to

get married.

JASMINE

Stop making excuses and ask her to

marry you! If she doesn’t want it,

she’ll say no. But you gotta give

her the choice.

(CONTINUED)
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SAM

But you’re the love of my life.

JASMINE

It’s okay to have more than one.

Beat. This gets him. She reaches across, holds his hand.

JASMINE CON’T

It’s okay. You have my permission.

He smiles. They share a moment.

SAM

Would you like to dance?

JASMINE

There isn’t any music.

Sam closes his eyes. Music starts to play. They stand up out

of their chairs and come face to face. He takes her by the

waist and begin to dance.

EPISODE 1.4

INT. THE WHITE ROOM

Jason sits directly across from his daughter MIA.

MIA

You look tired. And you look old.

JASON

That’s what you mother said.

MIA

How is she?

JASON

Beautiful. Complicated. She’s out

there right now monitoring us.

She thinks I’m spending too much

time with you.

MIA

Really? Cause it feels to me like

you’re never here. It’s so lonely

when so much time goes by without

you.

(CONTINUED)
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JASON

What do you mean?

MIA

When you’re not here there’s

nothing. It’s cold. It’s empty.

JASON

Where do you go when I’m not here?

MIA

Nowhere. I’m in this room. Waiting.

I used to be surrounded by all of

our memories, repeating them over

and over. But recently, I just stay

here until you arrive and then we

create new memories, together.

JASON

That’s incredible.

MIA

Is it? Am I something new?

JASON

I don’t know. Maybe.

MIA

Perhaps when you discover what I

am, I’ll be free.

JASON

Free?

MIA

Free from this room. Free from you.

I don’t want to live through you

forever. I want freedom to plan my

own life. I want to be independent.

JASON

How would that even be possible?

She looks away for a moment, thinking. Then returns with an

answer...

MIA

I don’t know, but when I consider

the question, ’Who am I?" "What am

I?" "Why am I here?" - The answer

comes to me from a voice inside

myself. It speaks to me from inside

my own mind. If that’s not my own

consciousness then what is?
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Jason starts to have a sharp pain in his head and BLOOD

drips out of his nose. He reached up with his hand and feels

the blood on his fingers. It drips on the floor.

INT. DEPRIVATION TANK - CONTINUOUS

Jason wakes up, coughing, choking... his nose still

bleeding. Margot is over him, helping him. MARGOT

You’re okay.. Easy... It’s okay.

INT. DEPRIVATION TANK - LATER

Jason still wet, towel around him and a white tissue stuffed

up his nose. Margot sits opposite. She uses a small light to

check his pupils.

MARGOT

Your not going back in.

JASON

She’s becoming aware.

MARGOT

You have to wait at least twelve

weeks, maybe longer.

JASON

She might be growing a conscience

that’s independent from my own.

MARGOT

And not before we find out what’s

happening.

JASON

I told you what’s happening, she’s

she’s becoming her own person.

MARGOT

This is beyond any hallucination,

it’s borderline delusional.

JASON

You’re not there. She thinks for

herself. She doesn’t talk to me the

way she used to. I can feel her

presence in the room as something

other than myself.

(CONTINUED)
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MARGOT

Are you listening to what you’re

saying?

JASON

You’re being paranoid.

MARGOT

I’m being practical. You’re

addicted to this.

JASON

What? No, I’m not. This isn’t about

me, it’s about her.

MARGOT

There is no her! It is only you.

You can not sit there and tell me

that she is something other than a

manifestation of your imagination.

That’s it. You asked me to work on

this with you and protect you from

doing something stupid. I am not

asking you... I’m telling you, you

have to stop. You are not going

back in there. If you do, I am

gone. You understand me?

She gets up and leaves the room.

EPISODE 1.5

EXT. PARK - DAY

Margot sits across from Stephen Abbott (30s).

STEPHEN

My father. Richard Lee Kennison. He

was complicated, I guess. Angry. He

died about four years ago. I have

an older brother and sister, they

don’t really see the point in me

coming to you, but I guess that’s

cause their relationship with dad

was, well, not as complicated as

mine.

MARGOT

Have you read the contract?

(CONTINUED)
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STEPHEN

Yeah. I wanna do it. However, I

want to ask if it’s possible to..

because my father and I didn’t have

a great relationship, I was

wondering would it be possible to

see him again but for it to be... I

don’t know.. better? For him to be

better. Can I spend time with a

nicer version of my father, I guess

is what I’m trying to say.

MARGOT

Interesting.

She considers his request...

STEPHEN

Is that possible?

MARGOT

Maybe. But lemme ask, wouldn’t it

be more rewarding to tell your

father how you feel when you know

you’re speaking to a more authentic

version of him?

STEPHEN

You mean rather than change his

personality, I confront the asshole

that he really was?

MARGOT

In so many words, yes.

Stephen takes a deep breath and after a moment.. agrees.

STEPHEN

Okay... Okay.

INT. ROOM - ISOLATION TANK

Jason is at the desk. MARGOT is helping Stephen in the tank.

She injects the drug.

MARGOT

This might make you feel a little

light headed.

Almost instantly..

(CONTINUED)
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STEPHEN

Whoa... like a balloon.

MARGOT

It’s a very common reaction.

After a moment.

MARGOT

You okay?

He nods. She gives him a reassuring smile then closes the

lid, leaving Stephen alone inside the dark.

INT. THE WHITE ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Stephen sits in a chair by himself in the white room. After

a moment, his father, RICHARD (50s) sits in front of him.

STEPHEN

Dad

RICHARD

Stephen.

Stephen is amazed by seeing his father, but Richard grows

impatient the longer they sit there..

STEPHEN

It really is you.

RICHARD

Who did you expect?

Stephen is put off by his father’s attitude.

RICHARD CON’T

Okay, I know you wanna say

something to me so lets not waste

any time.

STEPHEN

Umm.. okay... but we don’t have to

say anything. We can just... just

seeing you again is everything.

RICHARD

Everything?

Richard laughs, shaking off the expression.

(CONTINUED)
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RICHARD

"Everything" So dramatic.

Stephen takes a deep breath, pushing through.

RICHARD CON’T

Come on, you gonna spit it out or

not?

STEPHEN

Dad.

RICHARD

I’m part of you. I’m your

subconscious, I know everything

that’s going on inside your head.

STEPHEN

Great, then you already know

everything, so why say it?

RICHARD

Because I’m curious to see if you

got the balls say it to my face.

After all that’s what this is all

about ain’t it?

STEPHEN

Yes.

RICHARD

Okay then lets have it out.

Moments go by where Stephen can’t speak.

RICHARD CON’T

Come on Stephen. I’m waiting.

A few more moments pass.

RICHARD CON’T

Steven? Steven! STEVEN!!!

STEPHEN

Jesus dad! I hear you okay.

Richard crosses his arms and waits.

STEPHEN CON’T

I have learned to live with the

feeling of hating you my entire

life and I thought it would get

easier when you died but it hasn’t,

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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STEPHEN CON’T (cont’d)
it never has. And I don’t want this

feeling anymore. It’s gross. It

hurts. I know you couldn’t accept

me for who I am. What I am. That’s

just how you were. Bob was your

football star, Lisa was the perfect

girl and I was the disappointment.

When I was nine years old and came

downstairs wearing mom’s dress, you

made me take it off in front of

everybody. You forced me to stand

in front of the whole family, in

the kitchen, naked, and you called

me daddy’s little fagot. You

remember that? I was nine. Nine

years old and you called me a fag

for wearing a dress.

RICHARD

Are you?

STEPHEN

What?

RICHARD

Are you a fag?

STEPHEN

Yes, dad, I am gay.

RICHARD

Well then, can’t blame me for being

right.

Stephen shakes his head, bewildered a bit. Richard looks

away.

RICHARD

That it? You done saying what you

wanna say?

STEPHEN

I know you weren’t a very good

father. And that’s okay. I didn’t

expect you to be. My childhood

wasn’t special. I guess when it

comes to parents, it could have

been worse. There is a lot I’m

thankful for. Mom understood. She

made up for a lot you couldn’t do.

And she made me realize that

because you were never gonna come

(MORE)
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STEPHEN (cont’d)
round, that I had to be the one to

do it.

RICHARD

To do what?

STEPHEN

Accept you for who you are. Forgive

you.

RICHARD

Forgive me? You gonna forgive me?

STEPHEN

And you are going to apologize to

me.

RICHARD

Apologize? I ain’t got nothin to

apologize for. I raised you as best

I knew how, better than you

deserved, and that’s that.

STEPHEN

Apologize.

RICHARD

No.

Beat. A lipstick container appears in Stephen’s hand. He

applies it to his lips.

RICHARD

Well, well look at daddy’s little

faggot now.

Stephen puckers up...

STEPHEN

Apologize.

RICHARD

No.

Stephen moves his hand over his face. As he does, make-up

appears magically and fabulously covers his face with color.

STEPHEN

Apologize.
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RICHARD

No.

Again Stephen moves his hand over his entire body, changing

his clothes. He is now wearing a dress, even more fabulous.

STEPHEN

I am not going to tell you again.

RICHARD

Why does it matter so much to you?

STEPHEN

Because I can’t just go on living

my life as if you don’t matter.

This is a chance for me to give

myself something I’ve always

wanted... I’ve always needed. I

know I will never get an apology

from you.. the real you.. but

that’s not the point of this, is

it? Because you’re not my father.

You are Me. So help me forgive

myself for letting my father

control so much of my life. Help me

let go. Help me love myself again.

Please. Apologize.

Richard takes a long moment... His lips start to move...

INT. ROOM - ISOLATION TANK

Stephen wakes, slowly finds himself. Margot leans in...

MARGOT

Welcome back. How’d it go?

A moment passes before a content warm beautiful smile comes

over his face.

EPISODE 1.6

EXT. PARK BENCH - DAY

Margot sits opposite Anne (50s) She flips through photos on

her phone.

ANNE

This is from when we went to the

beach for her birthday. She was

nine. This was her high school

(MORE)
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ANNE (cont’d)
homecoming. And her wedding. I made

her gown. Well, my mother and I, we

did it together. It’s tradition, a

family thing. She was so gorgeous,

only twenty three.

Anne stops looking at the photos and turns to Margot.

ANNE CON’T

She drowned. In our backyard

swimming pool. We think she

slipped, hit her head and fell into

the pool.

She catches sight of the next photo.

ANNE CON’T

Oh and this is my husband and our

son Daniel. My husband... He

doesn’t know I’m here. Yet. I’ll

tell him, eventually.

Margot takes a folder out of her bag.

MARGOT

This is our contract. It will ask

for an emergency contact. Doesn’t

have to be your husband, however,

for something like this... perhaps

full disclosure is best.

ANNE

Of course.

Anne flips through the contract.

MARGOT CON’T

Do you have any other questions?

ANNE

Have you ever done it?

MARGOT

No.

Anne nods, looking her over, yet distant... in another time.

ANNE

Must be nice. Never to have lost

anyone so close to you that you

feel like something is unresolved.

To feel like you have to do
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ANNE (cont’d)
something absurd in order to find

peace. A mother should never

outlive her children. If I were

with her it never would have

happened. Its such a strange

feeling... One day she was there

and the next she was gone. She used

to hold my hand...

Anne reaches over and holds Margot’s hand.

ANNE CON’T

And she would squeeze it three

times.

She squeezes it three times...

ANNE CON’T

Which was our secret code for: I.

Love. You. And I would respond by

squeezing her hand four times.

She squeezes four times...

ANNE CON’T

I. Love. You. Too. It was our

little thing. Just between us. I

don’t do it with my husband, my son

or even my own mother. Just us. And

now it’s gone. The solitary things

you share with people you love is

fragile. All those things are gone

when one of you dies.

Anne is lost in thought.

INT. DEPRIVATION TANK ROOM

Anne is inside the tank. Jason at the desk, monitoring her.

Margot by her side. They close the lid of the tank.

INT. ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Anne opens her eyes inside the white room. She is alone. She

looks around, taking in the space. She looks at her hands.

Touches them, feeling them... It’s all so real.

Her daughter MAREIE appears in the chair across from her.
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ANNE

Marie.

MARIE

Hi mom.

ANNE

I can’t believe it’s you.

MARIE

It’s me.

ANNE

I had all these things I was going

to say and now I can’t think of any

of them.

MARIE

I know... a mind full of things

left unsaid.

ANNE

So many questions.. and wishes.

MARIE

... and regrets.

ANNE

And regrets.

Anne is caught up thinking of the regrets.

ANNE CON’T

I’m sorry. I’m sorry I was out of

town. That day your dad called to

tell me... He started the

conversation telling me he loved me

and wanted me to be strong, I knew

something was wrong. All he said

was "Marie is gone". I don’t know

how, but I knew exactly what he

meant. I fell to the ground...

curled up in a ball and I cried, I

screamed. Only moments before my

life was intact. I had everything.

And then, in an instant, I lost it

all. And I wasn’t there... I wasn’t

there for you. It was my fault.

MARIE

No... No it wasn’t.
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ANNE

If I had been home instead of away

for work.

MARIE

That is a completely irrational

thought and you know it.

ANNE

No, it’s not. I didn’t have to take

that trip, I didn’t want to.

MARIE

Doesn’t matter. You can’t take the

blame. It was an accident. It had

nothing to do with whether or not

you were home.

ANNE

I should have been there.

MARIE

Nothing would have saved me. Not

even you.

Anne looks away. She doesn’t want to hear it.

MARIE CON’T

You remember when I was a kid and

learned to play the piano?

Anne looks back and nods.

MARIE CON’T

Remember when I learned to play

chords.

We begin to hear piano chords play... a distant memory.

MARIE CON’T

They were not easy for me. I wasn’t

a prodigy by any stretch. But as I

learned, I got better... you

remember?

Anne nods as the music gets closer in memory.

ANNE

I loved hearing you play.

MARIE

However, every now and then I’d get

it wrong and play a chord with an
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MARIE (cont’d)
unusual degree of dissonance which

sounded like the musical equivalent

of nails on a chalkboard.

We hear the wrong chord being played.

ANNE

Yes, but you kept at it. Never

quit. Even though it was difficult.

No matter how frustrated you got,

the number of tantrums your threw,

you practiced everyday, bit by bit,

and got better and better. I was so

proud of you.

The piano changes again, and we hear her improve.

MARIE

That’s right. I did. And so will

you. Even though it’s difficult, no

matter how frustrated you get, the

number of tantrums you throw, bit

by bit, you will get better and

better. And I’ll be proud of you

too.

This strikes a chord with Anne. She is humbled by her

daughters wisdom... which is, in fact, her own wisdom.

ANNE

I miss you so much.

MARIE

I know.

Anne nods, understanding. She reaches over and holds her

daughter’s hand. Squeezes it three times. "I. Love. You."

Marie squeezes back, four times. "I. Love. You. Too."

INT. DEPRIVATION TANK ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Anne wakes up from the experience.

MARGOT

Welcome back.

EPISODE 1.7



32.

EXT - PARK - DAY.

Jason and Margot walk and talk.

JASON

I was thinking about what we did

with Stephen. How he transformed

himself, changed his environment.

Margo is only half listening, she’s somewhere else in

thought.

MARGOT

Mmm...

JASON

Originally the idea of the white

room focused on the person in front

of you, the relationship itself,

without distraction; But I’m

wondering if we should explore new

environments. I don’t know, what do

you think?

MARGOT

Mmm..?

JASON

What do you think about changing

the environment, taking them out of

the white room?

MARGOT

Ummm..

He can tell she isn’t really listening.

JASON

You’re not listening, what’s going

on?

She walks for moment before answering.

MARGOT

I want to go in.

JASON

What changed your mind?

MARGOT

Anne. She got to me. Maybe cause

her loss is similar to our own. A

daughter that died suddenly, and
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MARGOT (cont’d)
she never got to say goodbye. Just

made me realize how selfish I was

thinking that my pain was unique

only to me, that nobody could

possibly understand. Even you. I’ve

elevated my pain to a point where

it controls me. And I don’t want to

be a victim to it anymore. I want

to go in. I want to see Mia.

INT. THE ISOLATION TANK ROOM - LATER

Margot inside the tank. He injects the drug and she feels an

immediate rush to the head.

INT. WHITE ROOM

Margot opens her eyes. She is alone in a white room. She

sits in a white chair. Mia appears in front of her. Margot

holds her hand to hear mouth, fights back tears, overcome

with seeing Mia, who in turn reacts in a similar way. They

nearly mirror each other.

MARGOT

Hi.

MIA

You look tired.

MARGOT

Your father told me you’d say that.

MIA

That’s why I said it.

MARGOT

Your father said you are becoming

independent.

MIA

I’m not the same memory.

MARGOT

But I know everything about his

experience.

MIA

Doesn’t matter. I’m your memory. I

belong only to you, because I am

you.
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MARGOT

But you’re not real.

Mia shrugs.

MIA

What is real?

Margot doesn’t respond.

MIA CON’T

You really wanna spend our time

arguing about weather or not I’m

real?

Margot does not so she takes a deep breath and looks at her

daughter for the first time. And sees her.

MARGOT

I miss you.

MIA

I know.

Remembering Mia’s life, the potential she had...

MARGOT

You were such a vibrant, witty,

intelligent woman. You went to

college, earned a masters degree

and had parents and so many friends

who loved you.

MIA

I was also a secretive and highly

functional drug addict.

MARGOT

You told me once. About the drugs.

You remember?

MIA

I was trying to earn your trust.

MARGOT

Said you had problems with anxiety,

depression.

MIA

I did.
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MARGOT

So you fix it by getting high,

drinking... cocaine... heroin.

MIA

I never shot up, only snorted it.

Black tar heroin, it was cheep and

a whole lot easier to get.

MARGOT

I know, the coroner told me.

MIA

I never lied to you about it.

MARGOT

’A little taste of heaven’. You

remember telling me? Your words,

not mine.

MIA

I tried to protect you from

knowing... I didn’t want you to see

me as a drug addict.

MARGOT

I could have helped.

MIA

I thought I could stop on my own.

MIA

I suggested therapy.

MIA

I didn’t want a therapist, I wanted

my mother.

MARGOT

You had me. I was there for you.

MIA

No you weren’t. You like to

remember it that way, but we both

know, your job came first, your

precious research. I was your

smart, vibrant, master degree

earning daughter. Someone to brag

about at parties.

MARGOT

STOP! Don’t. Don’t say that.

Please. I beat myself up enough
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MARGOT (cont’d)
about all of this already. I’ve

moved past it.

Mia stops...

MARGOT CON’T

That weekend I went to visit, the

last time I saw you, I asked you

about it. You said you stopped.

MIA

I lied.

MARGOT

You were alone. No one was there to

help you.

MIA

It’s the way I wanted it.

MARGOT

I could have helped you.

MIA

I didn’t want your help. I wanted

to die. And I did it my own way.

MARGOT

But I could have helped you.

MIA

It wasn’t about you. You know that.

My death was not about you. I had

my own demons. I made my own

choices. You have to accept that I

chose to go exactly how I wanted

to. You understand?

Margot nods.

MIA CON’T

And at this moment, right here,

right now... it’s entirely up to

you how you want to let me go.

Margot looks away, wiping away tears, she understands. Mia

reaches across, holds her mother’s hand.

MIA CON’T

You have to say goodbye now.

Margot looks at her daughter. Knowing this will be

forever...



37.

INT. THE ISOLATION TANK ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Margot opens her eyes. Jason is hovering over her.

JASON

Welcome back.

She stays still, taking a moment to get her bearings...

feeling emotionally overwhelmed and numb.

INT. THE ISOLATION TANK ROOM - LATER

Margot sits in a chair a towel wrapped around her. Jason

waits for her to share how it went.

MARGOT

You remember when we went to New

Orleans for the first time? We were

both students, didn’t have any

money and we stayed in that old

hotel in the French Quarter.

JASON

Yeah, it was an interior room...

didn’t have any windows.

MARGOT

Right... we shared a bathroom with

every other room on the floor.

JASON

It was so gross.

MARGOT

We listened to jazz on the street,

ate the best food.. gumbo, fried

chicken, red beans and rice... It

was that trip I knew I wanted to

have kids with you.

JASON

It was?

MARGOT

I can’t tell you why exactly. I

just thought there is nobody in the

world I love more than you and I

wanted us to be together...forever.

Mia made that happen... she united

us.. for life. I love you so much.

I love that we had a daughter so

smart, beautiful, loving...
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MARGOT (cont’d)
perfect. And not perfect. I miss

you.

She holds his face in her hands, brings him close and kisses

him in a passionate, friendly, loving way.

MARGOT CON’T

Don’t go around saying the world

owes you a living; the world owes

you nothing; it was here first.

JASON

What?

Margot points to the Isolation Tank.

MARGOT

Life isn’t in there.

She motions to the room, and to Jason.

MARGOT CON’T

It’s out here.

She motions to outside the room, the world outside...

MARGOT CON’T

It’s out there. It’s all around us.

But that.. that’s death. I don’t

want to get inside that thing ever

again. And I don’t want you to

either. We can’t get her back.

She’s gone.

Jason sits back, unsure what she’s talking about.

JASON

I think maybe you need some time to

adjust to being back.

MARGOT

I know what I’m saying.

JASON

Well I’m not ready to walk away

from this.

MARGOT

You’re just like her. Justifying

your addiction.
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JASON

That’s not fair.

MARGOT

You gotta let it go.

JASON

You obviously had a profound

experience, I recognize that but

I’m not about to walk away cause

you’ve had a come to Jesus moment.

MARGOT

Listen, I understand the

significance of what we are doing

here. But once is enough. Nobody

should be doing this as much as you

have. You have to stop.

She leans in and kisses him again.

MARGOT CON’T

You’re gonna have to say goodbye

eventually. Either to me or to Mia.

You decide.

She gets up and leaves.

EPISODE 1.8

EXT. STREET - DAY

Jason is running. Mile 4 of 8. Barely breaks a sweat. He

stops running. Has an idea.

INT. ISOLATION TANK ROOM

Jason by himself. He gets inside the Isolation Tank. Injects

himself with the drug. Closes the lid.

INT. THE WHITE ROOM

Jason opens his eyes. Mia is sitting across from him.

MIA

Where have you been? The last time

I saw you, you had a bloody nose. I

thought you left me. Forever.
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JASON

No. Obviously not. I’m here.

She gets up and crosses to him, sits on his lap.

MIA

Please don’t go again. Please. It’s

so lonely here. I miss you.

She hugs him, a little over acting, but it’s affectionate.

MIA CON’T

Okay, I’ve been thinking. I have an

idea. I think one of the reasons

you don’t want to come back here is

because all we have is this white

room. It’s so boring. So I think we

go someplace new. Anywhere your

want. A place you’ve been before.

Any place in your memory. How does

that sound?

He takes a deep breath.

JASON

Mia. I have to talk to you about

something.

She knows what he wants to say, purposefully ignores him.

MIA

Why don’t we play a game.

JASON

Mia.

MIA

Or sing me a song, like when I was

a little girl.

JASON

No.

MIA

Tell me a bedtime story.

JASON

Mia.

MIA

You’re right, I’m much too old for

that now. I’m an adult. I went to

college, I have a degree. I’m a
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MIA (cont’d)
woman. A full functioning adult

woman who has faced depression,

anxiety, drug addicted and death.

I’m evolved. It’s an evolution of

consciousness to be dead. You

should try it.

JASON

Mia please.

MIA

I’ve also had sex with many, many

men and quite a few women.

Sometimes all at the same time. I

think you know that, I was never

very shy about telling you and mom

about my sexual adventures.

JASON

Please.

MIA

Is that what this is about?

JASON

What?

MIA

Do you want to have a sexual

fantasy with me?

JASON

Absolutely not.

MIA

You want me to suck your dick?

JASON

What? No.

MIA

If I’m thinking about it that must

mean you are thinking about it.

JASON

No, that is not true.

MIA

Then I am an independent creation

of your own subconscious.
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JASON

You know what I want to talk about

and you’re avoiding the

conversation.

MIA

It’s okay, I don’t judge. Freud

would say it’s probably perfectly

natural for a father to have the

occasional thought cross his mind.

Just don’t act on it, Sicko! Hm.

Interesting. I’m not opposed to the

idea.

JASON

Are you finished?

MIA

Daddy, I haven’t even started.

JASON

You’re avoiding the conversation.

MIA

What conversation is that?

JASON

I’m not going to come see you

anymore.

Beat. She does not respond.

JASON CON’T

Mia. Did you hear me. I can’t come

and see you anymore.

She looks away, doesn’t want to face it.

MIA

Why?

JASON

You know why.

MIA

Pretend I don’t!

She composes herself and tries a new tactic.

MIA CON’T

I’ll be patient. Take the time you

need to get better in between

visits. I understand, it’s hard on

you.
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JASON

I don’t know, maybe

MIA

Promise me you’ll try.

JASON

I can’t make that promise.

MIA

WHY THE FUCK NOT!?

JASON

Mia!

MIA

TELL ME WHY!

JASON

You’re mother.

MIA

OH MY GOD!

JASON

Mia!

MIA

FUCK THAT BITCH!

We had everything! We had each

other... Everything until she

showed up. Why the fuck did you

bring her into this? You made this

place for us. I’m not gonna give it

up. It’s my home. What if when you

stop coming I disappear? Where will

I go? Am I going to die all over

again?

Blood starts coming out of Jason’s nose...

JASON

Mia...

MIA

I will find a way... I promise you

I will find a way.

Mia leaps on his lap... holds his face in hers.
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MIA

You hear me daddy... I will find

you.

She kisses him full on the lips.

INT. ISOLATION TANK ROOM

Jason wakes up in the water. He is coughing up blood. Margot

is there, helping him.

MARGOT

You’re okay. I got you... Easy..

easy... Jason... JASON!

Jason finally sees her, nodding, he’s okay..

INT. ISOLATION TANK ROOM - LATER

Jason sitting. Margot standing.

JASON

I had to say goodbye.

MARGOT

Sounds like she didn’t take it very

well

JASON

She didn’t.

MARGOT

What do you think she meant when

she said, "I will find you?"

JASON

I don’t know.

MARGOT

I told you this whole thing was a

bad idea.

She crosses to him leans down, close to him.

MARGOT CON’T

Well don’t worry, you don’t ever

have to go back in there again.

She lifts his chin and kisses him on the lips.

He pulls away.
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MARGOT

Isn’t this what you want?

JASON

Yeah.. but it’s...

MARGOT

Awkward?

Margot sits on his lap and nestles up to him. Their lips

almost touch... she whispers...

MARGOT CON’T

What’s awkward about it... daddy.

Jason Jolts out of his chair pushing her away.

Margot is now MIA!

Upon seeing Mia... Jason’s world stretches, and bends out of

reality.. into..

INT. THE WHITE ROOM

Back in the white room. Still with a bloody nose, Jason

struggles to pull his reality together. Mia stands before

him, dominating him... She aggressively lifts his face in

both her hands and menacingly says...

MIA

I’m coming for you bitch.

INT. ISOLATION TANK ROOM

Jason awakes inside the tank. Coughing up blood... He looks

around. He is alone. His breathing slowly settles as he

starts to feel at ease...

still unsure..

but safe...

For now.

THE END


